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Al~trlet--As is well known, the solution of the initial value problem y'=f(x,y), Y(Xo) fy  o is a 
continuously differentiable function. Having this property in mind the author, in 1984, developed a
polynomial function of fourth degree: P4(x), x = x o + ch, 0 < c ~ 1, where h is the chosen step-size, such 
that for any c # I, P4(Xo + ch) would constitute afourth order Runge-Kutta pproximation to Y(Xo + ch), 
and for c = I, the obtained approximation is upgraded to fifth order. The author will show that there 
is a family of such polynomial approximants, and that for any chosen fixed value of c E (0, i] (not just 
for c = 1), P4(xo + ch) constitutes a fifth order Runge-Kutta pproximation. All these P4 s necessitate six 
evaluations off, i.e. they constitute six-stage processes. However, the first four stages are common to all 
members of the family. The latter property may be used advantageously for step-size adjustment and for 
error estimation. The entire process is valid for scalar as well as vector initial value problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a recent article [1] the author observed that while the solutions of  initial value problems in 
ordinary differential equations are continuously differentiable functions, almost all of  the currently 
used approximat ion methods are discrete processes: they yield a discrete set of  numbers as 
approximations; then the author established a continuous process. Specifically, an algorithm was 
derived, a fourth degree polynomial  in c, 0 < c ~<1, which gives a fourth order Runge-Kut ta  
approximat ion to the true value at x = Xo + ch, c e (0, 1), where x0 is the abscissa of  the initial point 
and h is the step-size; for c = 1 the process is upgraded and one obtains a fifth order Runge--Kutta 
approximation.  The algorithm requires only six substitutions, the min imum number  of substi- 
tutions or stages necessary for a fifth order Runge-Kut ta  process. The derivative of  this polynomial  
function approximates the derivative of  the solution. Furthermore,  this new method yields, without 
necessitating additional substitutions or stages, continuous approximate solutions of  lower orders 
which yield valuable information about committed truncation errors. 
Our repeated attempts to derive other similar a lgor i thms- -o f  max imum order five, involving only 
six subst i tut ions--were only recently successful; we found that there are actually families of  such 
algorithms. We shall present here two of  these new algorithms. Consequently, the present work 
is a continuation of  the paper cited above [1]. 
Consider the scalar or vector differential equation 
dy 
d-"x =f (x ,  y), y(Xo) = Yo (1) 
subject to the specified initial condition. It will be assumed that the directional function f~ C 5 in 
a neighborhood of  the initial point (x0, Y0). 
Let h be the chosen step-size. Then a conventional fifth order, six-stage explicit Runge-Kut ta  





Yo + ~ wiki, 
i=0 
hf(xo, Yo) 
h f (xo  + a,h, yo + ;~'obukj ) ,  
i--I 
a i = ~ bi,i. 
j~o  
(2a) 
i = 1 . . . . .  5 (2b) 
(2c) 
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In what follows we shall consider equation (1) as a scalar, that is a tingle differential 
equation; however, conditions will be imposed which will render our results valid for the vector 
ease as well. 
According to our new and more expanded goal, we are interested in obtaining a fifth order 
Runge-Kutta approximation to y at x = xo+ ch, for any fixed c e(0, 1], and fourth order 
Runge-Kutta approximations for all other x in (0, x0 + hi. In view of this fact we shall write 
)75(x 0+ h) in equation (2a) preferably as 375(x 0 + ch). Although c does not appear explicitly in the 
algorithm, as will be seen soon below, the values of all the constants, i.e., w~s, a~s and b~:s to be 
determined in equations (2a)-(2c) are functions of c. 
In pursuit of the stated goal, y(xo + ch) and fi5 as defined in equation (2a) are expanded in powers 
of h and in terms of the directional function f as in Ref. [1]. Then equating the terms of like powers 
of h in both expansions, one obtains a nonlinear system of 16 algebraic equations in 21 unknown 
parameters. With the following simplifying notations: 
AI,  i = a~b2.1, i = 1, 2, 3, 
A2.i = a]ba.l + a~b3.2 
AS,," = a~b4,1 i i + a2bs.2 + aab4,3 
A4,i = a~bs.t i i + a2bs.2 + a3bs.s + ai4bs.4, (3) 
the resulting nonlinear system may be written: 
5 
w, = c (4.1) 
i=0  
5 
E wia, = ½ c 2 (4.2) 
i= l  
5 
~,, wia~ = I c3 (4.3) 
i= l  
5 
E w ih i -1 ,1  = I C3 (4.4) 
i=2 
5 
E wia~ = ¼ c 4 (4.5) 
5 
5 
E w ia iA i -1 ,1  = 1 c 4 
i=2  
5 i -2  
E w, ~ Aj, ,b,,j+, = ~ c' 
iffi3 j~ l  
5 
4 I c5  ~ wiai =~ 
i=l 
5 
E = c' 
i ffi 2 
5 i -2  
Z w, E Aj.:b,.j+,=~cs 
t=3 j~ l  
w4[(At:bs,2)b4,s] + ws[(Al:bsa)bs,s + (A 1.1b4,2 + A2,1b4.s)bs,4] --  i c 5 
5 
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5 
wiaiAi-l,l = / C 5 (4.14) 
i=2  
w3(a2 + a3)Al:b3.: + w4[(a2 + a4)Aub4.2 + (a3 + a4)A2,164,3] + ws[(a2 + as)Al ,bs,2 + 
(a3 + as)Azlbs,3 + (a4 + as)A3,1bs,4] - ~ c 5 (4.15) 
w2A21 -~- w3A2,1 --]- w4A21 -.~ wsA2,1 = 2~c 5. (4.16) 
In order to render our treatment of the scalar case valid also for the vector case and furthermore 
to simplify the complex system .(4), we shall impose the following conditions [2]: 
the latter implies w2 = 0. 
,4 m, n -~. 1 n + 1 n+la , ,+t ,  m 1,2,3,4, n 1,2, 
b3] = b4.1 --- b5,1 = 0; 
The reduced and simplified system may be written 
Wl = •2 = b3,1 = b4j = bs: = 0 
w o+ w 3 + w4+ w 5 = c 
w3a3 + w4a4 + wsa5 = ½ C 2 
2 2 2 IC3 
w3a3 "1" w4a4 • wsas = 
3 3 3 IC4 w3a3 "~ w4a4 "1" wsa5 = 
4 4 4 1C5 
w3a 3 .-~ w4a 4 -.~ w5a 5 = 
Conditions (5) yield: 
w3b3,2 "t" w4b4, 2 "]- wsbs, 2 = 0c 5 
c 5 











a3 a4 a5 
a 2 a~ a] 
a~ a 4 a 4 
¢2 
~c 3 
l c  , = O, 
~c 5 
0<c~l .  
Assuming that a3a4as(a 5 - a4)(as - a3)(a4 - a3) # 0, this condition simplifies to: 
A]: 12c 3 - 15c2(a~ + a4 + as) + 20c(a3a4 + a3a5 + a4a5) - 30a3a4a5 = O. 
condition: 
--2- a b21 ~/a3 ,  b3,2 = ~ a3 al ~4a3,  a2~3 3, . 
3a~(3a3 - 2a4) a~(a4-  a3) 
b4,2 = 4a] b4,3 = a] ' 
I 2 1 3 while the two conditions Aa, j - i  a5 and A4. 2 =3 a5 are discarded as dependent. 
We thus have seven equations in ten unknown parameters. However, this does not imply that 
we have three free parameters at our disposal, for it will be shown below that there are two other 
consistency conditions for the equations of the system (7). Thus, ultimately we shall have only one 
free parameter; specifically, this will be either a3 or a4. It will follow that for any particular c e (0, 1], 
we will have a family of algorithms, each one of which gives continuous fourth order Runge-Kutta 
approximations toy(x) ,  xo < x < Xo + h, except for x = Xo + ch, where the process is upgraded and 
the approximation obtained is of fifth order. 
Consideration of the four equations (7.2), (7.3), (7,5) and (7.9) leads us to the consistency 
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Furthermore, the consistency condition for equations (7.3), (7.5) and (7.12) is: 
This condition may be written: 
a3 a4 /c  3 
a~ ~c'  = 0. 
A2: 3c 2 - 5c(a3 + a4) + lOa3a4 = O. 
An analysis of  these two consistency conditions leads to the following two cases: 
c(a  3 - 3c) 
(I) a~=c and As; that is, a4=5(2a3_c)  
(II) aaa 4 = ~ c 2 and As. 
The latter case must be discarded since it implies w5 = 0, which is inconsistent with the fact that 
fifth order algorithms require six substitutions or stages. 
Thus with 
c(5a3 - 3c) (8) 
as=c  and a4= 5(2a3-c )  
the solution of  system (7) may be written: 
Wo(C , a3) = c - -  (w  3 + w 4 + ws) 
c3(2a4 - c) 
w3 (c, a3) = 
12a3(a3 -- c)(a3 - a4) 
c3(2a3 -- c) 
w4(c, a3) = 
12a4(a4 - c ) (a4  - a3) 
c[3c 2 - 4c(a3 + a4) + 6a3a4] 
ws(c, a3) = 
12(c - a3) (c - a4) 
3c~[c2(2a4 - a3) - 6ca3a4 + 6a]a,t] 
bs.2(c, a3) = 4a~[3c 2 - 4c(a3 + a4) + 6a3a4] 
c2(a3 - c)[c3a3 + ca4(a4 - 4a3) + 2a]a4] 
b5.3(c, a3) = a~(a4 - aa)[3c 2 - 4c(a3 + a4) + 6a3a4] 
c :(c - 2a3) (c - a3) (c - -  a,) 
b5'4(c' a3) = a4(a  4 - a3)[3c 2 -- 4c(a3 + a4) + 6a~a4] (9A) 
and, as previously specified: 
wl = w2 = b3: = b4: = bs.t = 0 
2 at=~a3,  a2 ~a3, b21=2 I-a3. b32 3 = , , ----~a 3 
3a~(3a3 -. 2a4) a~(a4 - a3) 
b4'2(c' a3) = 4a3  2 ' b4'3(c' a3) = a~ 
b2. 0 = a 2 - b2. t = ~ a3, b3,0 = a 3 - b3. 2 
b4.0(c, a3) = a4 - (b4,: + b4,3), bs,0(c, a3) --- c - (b5. 2 -I- bs. 3 -1- b5,4). (98) 
Thus, all the constants of  the considered fifth order process have been determined in terms of  
c and a3. 
We observe that the first four stages of  these algorithms remain unchanged with changing c. 
Thus, if one finds the approximation unsatisfactory for c = 1, that is at x = x0 + h, then one may 
obtain another fifth order approximation at x -- :Co + ch, for any c E (0, 1) without reapplying the 
entire algorithm. Only the last two stages of the algorithm need to be modified by the adoption 
of  a smaller c. The following values for c appear to be of  particular interest: 1, 3 t t ~, ~, 3. Conventional 
Runge-Kutta  formulas correspond to the case c = 1. 
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Let us consider as an example the case: a5 = c = I, a3 = ~. We find a4 = ~ and obtain the following 
fifth order algorithm: 
ko = hf(xo, Yo) 
k, = hf(xo + ~ h, yo + ~T ko) 
k: = hf[xo + ] h, Yo + ~ (ko + 3k,)] 
+ l  k3 = hf[xo + ½ h, Yo -ff (ko + 3k2)] 
k4 = hf[xo + 4 h, Yo + ~-~ (22k0 - 8 lk2 + 84k3) ]
k~ = hf[xo + h, Yo + ~s ( -  133k0 + 567k2 - 456k 3 q- 50k4) ]
)75(x 0 + h) = Y0 + ~ (35k0 + 162k3 + 125k4 + 14k~). (10) 
On the other hand, if we reduce the value of c to ½, then the choice of a3 = ~ gives a 4 = t .  The revised 
algorithm has: 
{k0, kl, k2, k3} the same as above, and 
k4 = hf(xo + ~ h, Yo + ~'~ (67k0 + 54k2 - 21k3)) 
k5 = hf(xo + ½ h, Y0 + ~ ( -  119k0 - 378k2 + 237k3 + 400k4)) 
375(x0 + ½ h) = Y0 + ~ (14k0 + 162k3 + 125k4 + 35k5). (11) 
We shall now derive algorithms which generate continuous fourth order Runge-Kutta pproxi- 
mations to y(x )  for all x ~ (xo, x0 + h], using in different linear combinations the incremental 
coefficients, ki, i = 0 . . . . .  5 of a fifth order algorithm already constructed, such as algorithms (10) 
and (11). 
For convenience we write wi(t) as wi; the algebraic equations associated with these processes 
are: 
wo + w3 + w4 + ws = t (12.1) 
t 2 
w3a3 + w4a4 -}- wsa5 = ~ (12.2) 
t 3 
w3a] + w4a] + Wsa] = ~ (12.3) 
t 4 
w3a] + w,a] + Wsa] --- -~, (12.5) 
the equations (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) and (7.5), respectively, except for the fact that to avoid confusion, 
c is replaced by t ~ (0, 1]. We find 
(w~ = w2 - -  0)  
t213t 2- 4t(a4 + as) + 6a4as] 
w3(t) = 
12a3 (a3 - a4) (a3 - as) 
t213t 2-- 4t(a~ + as) + 6a3as] 
w,( t )  = 
12a4(a4 -- a3) (a4 -- as) 
t213t 2- 4t(a3 + a4) + 6a3a4] 
w~(t) = 
12as(as - a3) (as - a4) 
Wo(t) = t - [w3(t) + w4(t) + Ws(t)], (13A) 
where the a~s are known. 
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Then 
with 
.~4(x o+ th ) = Yo + woko + w3k3 + W4k4 + wsks, 
S! --~ k 0 
1[ a4as(k3 - ko) a3as(k4 - ko) a3a4(ks - ko) ] 
s2 =  La3(Z : : "  as) + + a4(a4 - as) (a4 - -  as) as(as - -  a3) (a5 - -  a4) J 
1 F (a4 + as) (ko - k3) (a3 + as) (ko - k4) (a3__+ a4) (ko_--- _ks) ] 
$3 = ~La3-~3: ~ -  ~)  + a4(a4 - a3) (a4 - as) + as(as - aa) (as -- a4)] 
4 1[- (k3 - ko) (k4 - ko) (ks - ko) ] 
=4La3(a3~a~(-~3--as) +a4(a4--a3)(a4 as) + - as(as -- a3)(as -- a4) l
Then equation (13B) may be written 
(13B) 
(14A) 
Y4(x0+th)=y0+ ~ S~ t~, O < t <~ l. 
If t = ½ then the latter fourth order process becomes the fifth order process represented by 
[ -  105k0 - 27k3 + 125k4 + 7ks] 
[392k0 + 324k3 - 625k4 - 91ks] 
[ -  14k0 - 18k3 + 25k4 + 7ks] 
4 
algorithm (11). 
The following illustrative 
problem: 
example is informative. We consider the classical initial value 
dy 
d--~ = x + y, y (0) = 1 
(whose solution is y =2C-x  - 1) and use formulas (15) and (16) with h = 1 and h =0.1. The 





fi4(xo + ct) = Yo + ~ Snt n. (14B) 
n=|  
It can easily be checked that whenever t = c, then wj(t)  = wi(c, a3), i = 3, 4, 5. It follows that the 
continuous fourth order process, equations (13) or (14), would be upgraded when t = c, and the 
approximation would be of fifth order at x = Xo + th. 
Consider for instance the algorithms (10) corresponding to the case a5 = c = 1, a3 = ~, (a4 = ~). 
Then the formulas (14) yield 
S1 = k0 
$2 = ~ [ -  147ko + 216k 3 - 125k4 + 56ks] 
$3 = ~ [112k0 - 243k3 + 250k4 - 119ks] 
$4 = ~ [-21k0 + 54k3 - 75k4 + 42ks] (15A) 
4 
fi4(x0 + th) =Y0 + ~ S~t', 0 < t ~< I. (15B) 
n=|  
If t = 1 then the preceding fourth order process is upgraded to the fifth order processes (10). 
On the other hand, by taking as = c = ½, a3 = -~, (a4 = ~o), as in the case of algorithm (11), the 
formulas (14) yield 
Si = k0 
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Table 1 
h=l  h=O. I  
y - )~ with c=l  y -P  with c=l  
y- )7  with c=0.5 t y -p  with c=0.5 
0.1 -0 .64  x 10 -3 0.1 -0 ,25 × 10 -s 
0.34x 10 -6 0.11 × 10 -I° 
0.5 -0 .78 x 10 -1 0.5 --0.13 x 10 -s 
0.66 x 10 -4 0.63 × 10 -I° 
0.9 0,46 x 10 -2 0.9 0.17 × 10 -s 
--0,10 x 10 -I -0 .13  x 10 -7 
1.0 0.76 x 10 -1 1.0 0.35 x 10 -9 
-0 .17 x 10 -~ -0.21 x 10 -~ 
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It is seen that, as expected, for t = 0.5, the truncation error resulting from the application of 
formulas (16) is smaller than that resulting from the application of formulas (15); while for t = I 
the converse holds. 
Lower order continuous processes can be embedded with great ease in the formulas under 
consideration, for the purposes of error checking and determination of an appropriate step-size h. 
For a description of the technique, we refer the interested reader to Ref. [1], the original work of 
the author. 
We now produce two complete continuous fourth order processes with an embedded third order 
five-stage process for error check. The first of these processes corresponds to the case a3 = -~ and 
a5 = c = 1, already discussed above, while in the second a3 = ~0 and a5 = c = 1. 
ko = hf(xo, Yo) 
k, = hf(xo + ~ h, Yo + ~7 ko) 
k2 = hf [xo + 2 h, Yo + ~ (ko + 3k0] 
k3 = hf [xo + ] h, Yo + ~2 (ko + k2)] 
k4 = hf [:Co + ~ h, Yo + ~ (22ko - 81k2 + 84k0] 
k5 = hf [Xo + h, Yo + 2~ ( -  133ko + 567k2 - 456k 3 + 50k4)] 
Si = ko 
$2 = ~ ( - 147ko + 216k3 - 125k4 + 56k5) 
$3 = ~ (112ko - 243k3 + 250k4 - 119k5) 
$4 = ~ ( -21ko + 54k3 - 75k4 + 42k5) 
Tl = ko 
/'2 = ~ ( -  3185ko + 6804k2 - 3744k3 + 125k4) 
T3 -- ~ (5551ko - 19278k2 + 14352k3 - 625k4) 
T, _ Jt~_ - 2912 ( -91ko + 378k2 - 312k3 + 25k4) 
4 
174(Xo + th) = Yo + ~ S.t", 
n--| 
4 
.93(xo+h)=yo+ ~ T.t", O<t~<l .  
n-1  






For t = 1, )74(xo + 
For t = l: 
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h) = fis(xo + h) = Yo + ~ (35ko + 162k3 + 125k4 + 14k5) 
ko = hf(xo, Yo) 
kl = hf(xo + ~ h, Yo + -~ ko) 
ks = hf[Xo + ~ h, yo + ~o (ko + 3kl)] 
k3 = hf[xo + 3 h, Yo + A (ko + 3k2)1 
k4 = hf[xo + ~ h, yo + 3  3 (4ko - 15k2 + 15k3)] 
1 k5 = hf[xo + h, Yo + ~ ( -  537ko + 2295k2 - 1820k 3 + 224k4)] (IIA) 
$1 = ko 
S 2 = ~ ( - 347ko + 500k3 - 224k4 + 81k~) 
$3 = 2 (123ko - 250k3 + 208k4 - 81k5) 
$4 = ~ ( -  21ko + 50k3 - 56k4 + 27k~) (IIB) 
Ti = ko 
T2 = ~ ( - 957ko + 2025kz - 1100k3 + 32k4) 
T 3 = ~ (165k o - 567k: + 418k 3 - 16k4) 
T4 = ~ ( -  33ko + 135k2 - 110k3 + 8k4) (IIC) 
4 
374(xo + th) = Yo + ~ S~ t~ 
n~l  
4 
Pa(Xo+th)=yo+ ~ T~ t~, 0<t~<l .  (IID) 
fi4(xo + h) = 375(xo + h) = Yo + ~ (105ko + 500k3 + 448k4 + 81k5). 
It must be noted that the )~s may be differentiated to provide approximations to the derivatives 
of  y; however, the resulting approximations are of one order lower (as specified by the subscripts 
3 and 2): 
bT,(Xo + th)]; = ~ ns :  n-'  
n=l  
't 
[~3(Xo + th)]i = -~ nT~t ~- 1 0 < t ~ 1. 
n=l  
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